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About This Game

Overthrow your father's regime with his own secret experimental fighter plane! Dogfight dieselpunk aeros to save your city and
the iron jungle beneath it.

Empyrean is an interactive "flying ace" novel by Kyle Marquis where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--325,000 words, without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Far below the city of Actorius lies the mysterious world of the Deep Tech--creatures and plants both living and mechanical, and
powered by unknown forces. Your father harvests the tech to create experimental airships, and the Revolution that fights his

every move races to do the same. Your father's aero, the Empyrean, is governed by Deep Tech dynamics not even he
understands.

Only you can fly the Empyrean, match wits against ruthless oligarchs and devious spies, and take to the sky to fight your city’s
enemies. But who is the enemy? The Revolution, or the government they say is corrupt? Foreign invaders, or the Deep Tech

itself?

In a world of gleaming towers and downtrodden laborers, streaking aeros and deadly rooftop duels, when you risk it all, the sky's
the limit!

 Fly the Empyrean, the greatest aircraft ever designed
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 Play as a man, a woman, or nonbinary; romance men or women.

 Explore the Deep Tech, a savage mechanical ecosystem below your city.

 Conceal your true identity from your family and the secret police.

 Befriend Wesh, a denizen of the Deep Tech who is both human and machine

 Cross swords in top secret research facilities, elegant cafés, and even atop airplanes in flight!

 Use the Deep Tech and your political authority to improve and protect your city

 Side with the revolution, the government, foreign powers, or the Deep Tech itself!
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This game is way more fun than it should be. The trucks actually have nice damage, and the leveling is nice on each vehicle, but
the game seems overly easy and can be nearly beaten in 2-3 sit downs.. A surprisingly great party game, The Yawhg is filled
with laughter and spectacular failures all around. Get a group of up to 4 friends together and have each of them control a
character in the game's world. Each round lasts around twenty minutes long, and is replayable enough to easily last the length of
an entire night of fun. Is made even better when you bring a great narrator to read the dialogue aloud and give it a bit more
depth.. Fun space hockey with a friendly community. If you like sports games you will enjoy Uniball. Its free so give it a try..
Super boring game and the ghost girl was lame asf.

Will refund this game.. If you like HO\/puzzle games, then get it. Good story, good characters, scenes, graphics and music. One
of Artifex Mundis best published\/produced games.. I think this game is frankly, utterly terrible. The sound is to lound even
when i turn it off, it runs terribly even though i have a GTX2080, and makes no sense, not even a tutorial. Enjoyment 0\/10.
This would only be good if you were blind, deaf and frankly, were dead. Terrible, just terrible. It didnt even have big chungus,
wtf.. Sweaty Mike told me he would give me $2000 to start my "Empire". He tells me it comes with a $50 a day interest fee. I
give him a weak smile and say "Sure, Bro." Sweaty Mike, then proceeds to pull out a gun on me and tells me that the deal is off
& to get the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out before he shoots me.
10\/10 would so ruin my empire before it starts again.

In all seriousness though, the game is solid and fun. Kinda wish the game had mini FMV cutscenes for the interactions or maybe
voice dialog to variate from the text reading. But im looking forward to what they do with this game in future.. tHIS IS MY
SECOND VN. i WILL WRITE VIEWS PERIODICALLY AS i PLAY TO UPDATE MY FEELINGS. i WANT IT TO HAVE
LOTS OF CHOICES SO iTS REALLY INTERACTIVE. wISH ME AND IT LUCK.. I bought this game when it was for sale,
so I spent around five bucks, and at first I hated it. I believed it to be an absolute bore.

However with some time and imagination, I loved it and found myself playing it quite frequently.
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Weak, ordinary and buggy.. Bought the soundtrack only, don't care for the this sort of game at all. But the music in the trailer
sold me.
Also had to keep the game up for 5 minutes in order to write this review, thanks Valve!

I was hoping for 10 tracks for $10, but you're only getting 7(and they're like a minute each), I was expecting more :(
And therefor I'm gonna give it a "No" on the recommendation. I could also listen to them all while waiting for them to open up
so I can write this, and they are indeed quite good.. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many mixed reviews -
it seems like most folks on here are biased against racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :). Graphics are okay but gameplay is boring. Didn't expect much for 50 cents but this is just bleh.. Game
is really cool in theory and is actually really fun at first. Unfortunately a few levels in the monster balance really begins to fall
apart and the game ends up requiring a lot of luck to get through. Would recommend if the game were quicker and easier to
restart, however later fights can be quite slow and dull.. Great space paint jobs pack.

New Idea: ETS2 and ATS Unique Cargo DLC

Truckers would you like to haul cargo of:

1. rare birds ?
2. sick animals?
3. endangered animals ?
4. marine animals ?
5. dinosaurs or fossils to museums or export ?

THANK YOU.

New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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